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P R O C E E D I N G S  
OF 

THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY 

OF LONDON.  

JANUARY 1888. 

XIII. On a Geometrical Deternainat;on qf the Conditions of 
Maximum F#ciency in the case of the Transmission of Power 
hy means of Alternating Electiaic Cuwents. 233 THOXAS H. 
BLAKESLEY, MA.* 

1. THIS paper treats the above problem as a particnlar ap- 
plication of the method of rcyresenting Combinations of 
Electromotive Forces possessing a simple Harmonic Law of 
Change, already given by the author inore than three years 
ago, and detailed in a series of papers published during 1885 
in the ' Electrician.' 

It was then pointed out that, though wikh two constant 
electromotive forces acting in a simple circuit the tranainission 
efficiency does not exceed the ratio of the sinaller to the larger, 
yet with alternating electromotive forces [denominated by 
their maximum values] the efficiency may exceed this ratio, 
owing to the self-induction of the circuit, and to the possibility 
of varying the iiiterval of time a t  which the phases of one 
electromotive force may follow the corresponding phases of 
the other. 

It is here proposed to show how the pnrticular interval of 
time which will give the ~naximuin otficiency inay be geome- 
t r i~%lly determined, and what the v:llue of that maximum 

* R e d  Nowmbcr 11, IW'. 
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efficiency is for two given electromotive forces undergoing har- 
monic repetition in the same given period, in a simple circuit 
possessing a known resistance and a known coefficient of self- 
induction. "he phase-interval is then the only independent 
variable in the problem, and what its value must be to give 
the maximum efficiency of transmission of Power, and what 
that  efficiency will then be, are thequestions to which we 
shall have answers from Geometry alone. A short statement 
of the general. method of representation will make the 
particular steps required for these problems perfectly clear. 

2. Let a stmight line of fixed length, and situated in the 
plane of the paper, undergo uniform rotation in  that plane. 
Then its projection upon a fixed indefinitely long line also in 
that plane will undergo harmonic variation, and may repre- 
sent any niagnitnde capable of undergoing such change ( e .  9. 
an electromotive force), the maximum value of this varying 
magnitude being represented by the revolving line itself. 
The period in which the revolving line makes one complete 
revolution is the period of the change. Hence, if we know 
the position of the fixed line and of the revolving line at any 
instant, we can say in  what particular phase the magnitude 
undergoing harmonic change is at that instant. For instance, 
suppose these lines make 30" with each other, we can say at 
once that the magnitude is removed from its inaximum value 
by an interval of time equal to one twelfth of the period. If 
the angle is at the instant increasing, the maguitude has 
passed its maximum value that interval of time ago. If the 
angle is growing less, the magnitude will aitain its maximum 
after that interval of time. It is therefore necessary to fix a 
positive direction of rotation as representing the positive lapse 
of time. [That direction which is opposite to that of the 
hands of a watch will here be adopted.] 

3. It follows that when n-e have two such electromotive 
forces acting in the same circuit, having different maximum 
values but the same Period, since each is represented bv the 
projection of a revolving straight line upon a fixed straight 
line, the resultant electromotive force at the instant is the 
algebraical sum of the individnal projections. And if the two 
revolving lines are laid clown as the two sides of a triangle 
taken in order, the rotation being uniform and the same for 
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both lines, the lines will reinaiii always inclined at the same 
angle to each other, and the alwebraical suin of their projec- 9 tions is thta pi-oj&ion of tlie third side. Thus, in the matter 
of such electromotive forces, we have a theorem exactly cor- 
responding to the triangle of directed quantities. 

4. W e  inay estend this niodc of representing such quantities 
so as to form n. theoreiii corresponding to the polygon of 
directed quantities, mid cite it thus :- 

“I f  the straight lines AB, BC, 
CD, . . . ST represent the maximum 
d u e s  of clifferen t elect roiiio ti ve 
forces, and, as to direction, are so 
h i t 1  do~s-11 upoii the paper that their 
projections upon a fixed straight line 
represnt at some point of tiine the  
iustnutancons values of those cilec- 
trouiotive forces, their iiistanta- 
neous resultaiit is the pi-qjection of 
the simple straight lino AT.” 

5.  If, in  any pnrticular case, we 
have taken into consideration a11 
thc electroiiiotive forces coiiceriied, 
then clearly the line rcpre:mtin,a - .. 
the resultant correspoiicls in IJhnGe with tlie instantaneous 
current; and if by scaling or calcnlution we find the 
valiie of this r e d t a n t  in  volts, we have only to divide by 
the resistaiice in ohiiis to obtain the iiiasiiiiuin value :of the 
alternating current resulting from all the component electro - 
motive forces. This is true even if one of the electromotiye 
forces is that  of self-intluction. But suppose w e  have arrived 
at a pi-eliiiiiiiary resultant by compounding all the electro- 
iiiotive t’orccs with tho exception of that of self-induction ; we 
then reqiiire the final resultant, and we obtain it by reinem- 
bcriiig that it inilst beat right angles to the electroniotiv force 
of self-induction ; for the electromotive force of self-induction 
must be greatest when the current is passing through zero : 
therefore it, must have its projection on the fixed line greatest 
when that of the final resnltant (corresponding with the cur- 
rent) is zero. Therefore the fii1:il resultant and-the electro- 
Inotive force of df-induction mnst be to the preliminary 

H 2  
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resultant as the two sides of i~ right-anglcd triangle, iiicluding 
the right angle, are to the hypothenuse ; and as we already 
possess the hypotheneuse we have only to detertiline the ratio 
of the sides, and upon which side of the hypothelieuse they 
must be placed, in order fully to dotermine the positioll and 
size of the final resultant and the electronioti\-e forco of self- 
induction. 

From one end of the preliininary 
resultant set off an angle i n  the 
negative direction of rotation whose 
tangent is equal to the product of 
the coefficient of self-induction and 
the angular velocity of rotation di- 
vided by the resistance, and then 
complete the right-aiigled triangle. Vor if ABC is such a 
triangle,-AB, BC, AC representing respectively the preli- 
minary resultant, the electromotive force of sclf-induction, 
and the final resultant at the inasimutn values,-it is clear that 
the maximum rate of increase of the resultant electroinotive 
force will .be AC x 6ngiilar velocity. Divide this by the 
resistance, and the maxiniuiii rate of increase in the czwrent is 
obtained, which, multiplied by the coefficient of ?elf'-induction, 
must give the masimum electroinotive force of self-inclnction, 
froni the fundaineiital conception of that magnitude. 

The geoiiietrical construction is as follows. 

Hence, in symbols, if r = the resistance, 
L = the coefficient of self-induction, 
w = the angular velocity, 

01' 

AC 
r 

W L  = t anBAC= - 0  

BC= -aL, 

AC: 9' 

BC: 

2T If 2T is the period, o = - 2'1" 
And since the electromotive force of self-induction must be 
greatest a i d  +ve when the current is changing t h o u g h  ze1-o 
from + re to - -e ,  it is clear that the ~ h a s c s  of' the electro- 
motive force of self-induction niustfollow those of' the final 
resultant electromotive force at an int,erval of time represented 
by a quarter of the period. Thus the above construction is 
j 11s ti fie d. 
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6. The power working a t  any instant in a source of electro- 
Illative force is the value of the product of the instantaneons 
elect1*olnotive force in question and of the instantaneous cur- 
rent ; but this is constantly changhg during a period, and 
the ~neall  power is half the product of the niaxiinuni value of 
the electroinotive force, of the masimuin value of the current, 
and of the cosine of the angle representinw the time-interval 
between their similar phases. I have given a, geometrical 
proof of this thcorein in “Alternating Currents.” It amounts 
simply to  this in the inethods of representation here employed, 
that if we project the revolving line corresponding to any 
particular source of eIectromotive force upon the direction of 
the final resultant, the power derived from this particular 
source will be the product of such projection and the f i n d  
resultant divided by twice the resistance. Hence the wrious 
powers of the different sources will simply be proportional to 
the various projectioiis upon the line of the final resultant. 

7. Suppose, then, that AB, BC: are thc revolving represen- 
tatives of two electromotive forces. Then AC is their resultant; 

CAE i p  an angle whose tungent is equal to r l ,  as explained ; 

CE, BF are perpendiculars upon AE. Then AE is the final 
resultant or effective elect,romotive force, merely requiring 
division by the resistance to give the current. 

b 

LT 
19- 

A 

B 
The power derived frorn the sow’cc of AB is AF AE ; t.lw 

2,. 
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AE power transferred to the source of BC is FE :-- ; and the 
BE BE2 power heating the circuit is BE ;- =----. 
I r  fr 

As regards the projection of BC, ~ z .  FE, sin&! (as berc 
drawn) FE is in a contrary direction to BE, there is a 
transfer of power to its source. Had F been situated nearer 
to A than E is, the source of BC would do work and assist 
in hat ing  the circuit, n i s  obvionsly depends upon u-leher 
BC, aE are iiiclinecf to one another at an angle greater or 
less t h u  a riglit angle. 

If we denominate tbese three powers as the power of the 
active source, the power of the recipient source, and the 
heating-power, they will be to each other in the proportion 

AF:FE:AE; 
FE 
BE and the efficiencr of transxcissiion d l  be --,, the ratio of 

AE waste being -- AI? 
8. Since: AFB is a right angle, F alwavs lies upon the 

circle described upon AB as diameter. Describe this circle. 
--e may call it briefly the F circle. 

At A set off the angle BAD in the negative direction 

qd to CAE, i. 4. its tangent is q n a l  to - -, and therefore 

its magnitude is independent Qf the angle of phase-difference 

Im 
TT 

{r  - ABC } . 
Let D be in the F circle, and join DE. 

Now it is eaq to see that the ttro triangles EAD, CAB are 
similar, and their sides homologous in the order of tbc letters 



FE 
AF the d o  - as large a9 possible, or, which is &e sane thing, 
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as here found, is tho FE a innximum ; i. e. -- 
FE 

AF’ the ratio AI- 
IiiLtsiiiiiiiii eficiency. And if DE be joined, the aiigle ADE 

h 

I f  

will give the phase-difference between the electroniotivc! ibrces 
to give this efficiency. 

For, in the first, place, it is clear that the ratio - has some 

ii~axinium (not a miniiiiuni) value between the positions where 
E and F coincide, viz. when the two circles intersect. And 
because DH is parallel to AB, and AH cuts them, therefore 
the angle DHE = the angle BAF. 

But DH, BA pass through the centres of the two circles 
respectively; therefore AH, nialiinv the same angle with BA 
as i t  does with DH, must cut the circumferences of the E and 
F circles at  the mi le  angle. Thus nt E and F, the points 
where AH cuts tlie E and F circles respectively, the. arcs of 
those circles are par:~lIel. Therefore an eIemental displace- 
iiieiit of E and F froiii these positions would result in no 
idterntio~i of the ratio in which E divides AF. 

But this is thc chamcteristic of a iiittsiniuni or  miiiiinurii 

FE 
AF 

? 

FE Hence the maximum efficiency is -- AF’ value of such a ratio. 

and it has before been proved that the triangle ADE is similar 
to one in which the sides lioiiiologous to AD, DE are the 
ulectromotiw forccs tliemselves. Thus, for ni:isimuni efi- 
c:iciicy, the phases of ,f niiist follow the phases of e by an 
:iriglc cqiid to ( I  SOo+ ADN), or, which is tho s ; m e  thing, 
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precede them by (180°-ADE) or (T-ADE). This, reduced 
to time, is 

(T-ADE) d T = ( l -  ""> 7r T. 
2n- 
DN 
AL, 

It is clear that - is the ratio off to e. The maximum 

exceeds this ; and it is seen to do so in virtue FE 
AP efficiency 

of the existence of a coefficient of self-induction, the absence 
of which would cause D to coincide with B. 

A~~enc~um.-Analytical Expressions. 
The value of the maximum efficiency in symbols is 

f 1 + - cos p 
e can be easily 

e 
And the angle ADE u a y  

LT where tan@= -. The fraction Tr 

shown to be greater than unity. 
be calculated, if desired, as f'olloms :- 

where 

*f + cos p 

ADE=(2%--), 

sin p 
f' - tan x= 

c0sp- t ;  

[x is the angle DHA or BAH.] 
Adapting to logarithms. 

I_f= cos a, 
e 

Let 

sin B 

2 2 
p- ta  p - c c  2 cos -y-- cos -- 

tan x = 

There may be transmission of power from the source of e to 
the source off even when f> e, provided that f c o s  ,k3 is not > e;  
as would appear at once from a geometrical construction on 
the plan given above, and in  any case the condition of inaxi- 
mum efficiency is 0110 of stability. 


